İNTERAKTİF EĞİTİM

GENEL DEĞERLENDİRME -61. The old hotel ............ is in the city center is being repaired by the professional architects.
A) whose
B) whom
C) who
D) which
2. There is a ............ of bread in the kitchen.
A) loaf
B) jar
C) cup
D) bottle
3. A true friend is ............ .
A) lazy
B) aggressive
C) reliable
D) worried
4. The girl ......... you met this morning is a nurse.
A) what
B) whom
C) which
D) whose
5. ............ I was walking in the street, the children were riding a bicycle.
A) Why
B) How
C) As
D) Where
6. İstanbul is the ............ city in Turkey.
A) thinnest
B) most hardworking
C) bravest
D) most crowded
7. He has been a football player ............ 10 years.
A) for
B) since
C) already
D) ever
8. She can’t play basketball. She is too ............ to play basketball.
A) expensive
B) short
C) high
D) difficult
9. The baby is sleeping.You ............ make a noise.
A) are supposed to
B) must
C) don’t have to
D) shouldn’t
10. Don’t forget to buy a packet of sugar. We’ve got ............ at home.
A) a few
B) many
C) a little
D) a lot of
11. If he ............ , he would buy a new car.
A) had some money
B) knew the answer
C) took a taxi
D) wore his coat
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12. He can solve the problem. He is ............ to solve it.
A) intelligent enough
B) too stupid
C) big enough
D) too old
13. The car will be ready soon. It ............ by the mechanic.
A) was written
B) is being repaired
C) is grown
D) was being watched
14. The weather is too cold to go out. Let’s ............ .
A) go for a picnic
B) play outside
C) swim in the sea
D) stay at home
15. If she ............ , she wouldn’t borrow 1000 TL from her parents.
A) were a rich woman
B) didn’t win the lottery
C) bought a new house
D) didn’t drive slowly
16. She drinks ............ cola ............ coffee. She hates them.
A) either / or
B) not only / but also
C) too / either
D) neither / nor
17. The soup ............ too hot, but it ............ wonderful
A) looks / smells
B) tastes / feels
C) smells / tastes
D) feels / looks
18. Can : I’m very hungry!
Sinem : ............
Can : Let’s go to the restaurant.
A) Neither do I.
B) So can I.
C) So am I.
D) Neither did I.
19. Sevil : When did you see Murat?
Berk : I saw him ............ .
A) now
B) last night
C) tomorrow
D) soon
20. Kemal : Why do you like birds?
Bahar : Because they are ............ .
A) dirty
B) sweet
C) cold
D) helpful
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CEAP ANAHTARI
1. D
2. A
3. C
4. B
5. C
6. D
7. A
8. B
9. D
10. C
11. A
12. A
13. B
14. D
15. A
16. D
17. A
18. C
19. B
20. B
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